Influence of thermal quenching on the thermostimulated processes in alpha-Al2O3. Role of F and F+ centres.
Anion deficient alpha-Al2O3 is highly sensitive to ionising radiations and is widely used as a thermoluminescence and optically stimulated luminescence dosemeter in environmental monitoring. Two types of alpha alumina were studied and it was observed that both were affected by thermal quenching of luminescence. This effect, which manifests itself by the decay of the TL response when the heating rate increases, can be described by the Mott-Seitz theory. It was observed that thermostimulated exoemission response increased when the heating rate increased, whereas thermostimulated conductivity remained constant. However, none of the available theories could explain the dependence of the F- centre emission on the heating rate. A model is proposed to describe simultaneously the various thermally stimulated processes.